
the iPhone does a lot of things you didn't know it can do. I'm looking at a few tips and tricks only
some power users know about. You might say "I was today's years old when I learned I can do
this".
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YOU PROBABLY KNOW ALL THE IMPORTANT THINGS YOU CAN DO ON YOUR IPHONE,
BUT THERE ARE SOME HIDDEN FEATURES ONLY POWER USERS KNOW ABOUT. I'M
JAMEY TUCKER COMING UP WITH IPHONE TIPS AND TRICKS YOU'LL WANT TO TRY
RIGHT AWAY.

ANCHOR INTRO

SMARTPHONES CAN DO SO MANY THINGS WE FIND USEFUL: SENDING EMAILS AND
TEXTS, BROWSING THE WEB, AS A CALCULATOR, AND CAMERA, AND COUNTLESS
OTHER THINGS WE USE EVERY DAY.

BUT YOU MAY NOT KNOW SOME OF THE LITTLE THINGS YOUR SMARTPHONE CAN DO.
LITTLE THINGS THAT ONLY POWER USERS KNOW ABOUT. OUR CONSUMER
TECHNOLOGY REPORTER JAMEY TUCKER HAS FOUND A FEW COOL IPHONE TIPS AND
TRICKS THAT CAN CHANGE HOW YOU GO ABOUT YOUR DAY.

PACKAGE SCRIPT

You might say these are those "I was today years old when I learned" kinds of things. Three
iPhone shortcuts you may want to try out right now.

How many times do you select old text messages to delete, and do you have to check or
select each one individually like these two-factor authentication notifications to log in to an
account?

On an iPhone, this is a lot easier. Just use two fingers. Tap and hold and then, swipe. You'll
select every text message you swipe across. Then, tap delete.
Have you ever scrolled through a website or news article, and then wanted to go back to the

beginning, so you scroll back to the top?
Instead of doing that, just tap on the upper right-hand corner of the screen. Near battery and

WiFi icons. Two taps will return you to the top of the page in Chrome or Safari browsers.



Did you know you can listen to the radio on an iPhone? Just ask Siri to tune in.
Hey Siri, listen to WMOT radio station"
just say the call letters along with "radio station".

"Hey Siri, listen to KEXP radio station"
and you can listen to radio stations from anywhere in the U.S. as long as you know the call
letters and say "radio station".

You won't need a secondary app for this, Apple Music has its own radio that many people
don't know is there.
Great for football season and listening to other sports on the team's home radio network.
That's What the Tech? I'm Jamey Tucker
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ALL OF THESE TRICKS WORK ON IPHONES RUNNING THE LATEST OPERATING
SYSTEM, IOS 16. IF IT DOESN'T WORK ON YOUR PHONE, YOU MAY NEED TO UPDATE
IT.

WEB STORY

The iPhone does so many things it's impossible to name a favorite shortcut. But here's one I use
a lot. Even if you've been using an iPhone for ten years there are some hidden features that you
probably don't know about. I didn't know about some of these until recently but I can see where
they can be a big help.

I like to call them the "I was today years old when I learned...."

How many times do you select old text messages to delete, and you have to check or select
each one individually like two-factor authentication notifications to log in to an account? My text
message inbox stays filled with dozens of these.
On an iPhone, it is a lot easier to bulk select and delete messages and emails you don't need.
Just use two fingers to tap and hold and then swipe down. You'll select every text message you
swipe across. Then, tap delete.

This also works on other stock iPhone apps such as Mail and Notes.

Have you ever scrolled through a website or news article, and then wanted to go back to the
beginning, so you scroll back to the top? Instead of doing that, just tap on the upper right-hand
corner of the screen near the battery and WiFi icons. Two taps will return you to the top of the
page in both Chrome and Safari browsers.

Did you know you can listen to the radio on an iPhone? Just ask Siri to tune in. Say "Hey Siri,
listen to WMOT radio station", and it will open the radio station within the Apple Music app. You
just need to say, "Listen to", the call letters, and "radio station."

https://whatthetech.tv/how-to-use-focus-mode-on-an-iphone/


You can use this to listen to radio stations from anywhere in the U.S. as long as you know the
call letters and say "radio station".

You won't need a secondary app for this, Apple Music has its own radio that many people don't
know is there. It's great for football season and listening to other sports on the team's home
radio network.

Note that these tips and tricks run on later operating systems. If it doesn't work for you be sure
to update to the latest iOS 16.
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